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Motivation and relevance

Deployment of semantic segmentation systems is often slowed down by the timeconsuming task of data annotation. Especially when expensive experts need to
provide pixel-wise annotations as, e.g., in medical image segmentation tasks.
Finding strategies to get more out of a few labeled examples can help immensely
when training segmentation models and bringing them to real applications.
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Coarse topic and starting point

One component in semi-supervised segmentation methods can be inferring pseudolabels for previously unlabeled (or weakly labeled) images [5, 6].
For a more robust pseudo-label generation, self-supervised literature [1, 3] might
offer solutions. In this thesis, I would like to explore together with you how we
can use tricks from self-supervised learning and combine them with sophisticated
geometric image transformations as used in semi-supervised segmentation [2, 4].
Your task will be to develop, explore and evaluate different pseudo-labeling
strategies for semantic segmentation to make best use of images without pixelwise annotations. The data we work on will be either medical imagery or a
standard object-centric/scene segmentation dataset.
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Requirements

English language skills and good programming skills in Python are required.
Some basic knowledge about the machine learning framework https://pytorch.
org/ is recommended. You should have a solid understanding of deep learning
models, e.g., by having attended lectures like {Deep Learning for Computer
Vision, Computer Vision for Human Computer Interaction, Neural Networks,
Machine Learning}. Take a quick glance at the referenced papers, if the topic
sounds exciting, interesting and you feel like it’s a big enough challenge for you,
feel free to contact me.
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